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SIMPLIFIED L00 ESTIMATES FOR DIFFERENCE SCHEMES

FOR PARTIAL DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS

WILLIAM J. LAYTON

Abstract. L°° estimates for one-step difference approximations to the Cauchy

problem for du/dt = du/dx are proven by means of simple L2-techniques. It is

shown that, provided the difference approximation is stable in L2 (and not neces-

sarily L°°) and accurate of order r. the error in approximating smooth solutions is

0(hr). This has been proven by Hedstrom and Thomée using Fourier multipliers

and Besov spaces. The present paper shows how convergence rates in U° can be

recovered using simple techniques (such as the Fourier inversion formula). The

methods of Hedstrom and Thomée give sharper results when the difference scheme

diverges. The present paper exploits the fact that estimates between L00 and Ú are

frequently easier to obtain than between L00 and L°°.

1. Introduction. In this paper the problem of approximating solutions to the initial

value problem

/,\ du      du        ,       . ,   s
(1) ~dt=~o~x'    u(x'0' = "o(x)>        -oo<x<oo,

by the 1-step difference scheme

(2) vn+x(x)=Avn(x),    v0(x) = u0(x),

Av„ix)=  2 <*jv(x +fh),     2  layl<0°,
yez jez

is considered. Here h, k > 0, A = k/h is held fixed and vn(x) « u(x, nk). A new and

simple method of proving that the pointwise error in the approximation (2) is of

optimal order is introduced. Previous methods using multiplier theory and Besov

spaces involve long calculations and delicate estimates. Those methods based upon

Sobolev's Theorem result in a suboptimal estimate for the error unless additional

smoothness is assumed. The new method uses simple L2 techniques, proves optimal

orders of convergence of t>„ to u under sharp smoothness conditions, and applies to

difference operators that are unstable in L°°. In contrast to the estimates arising

from multiplier theory, the smoothness conditions upon u0 in the new method are

stated in L1.

The difference scheme (2) is said to be stable inL/'(l<p<oo)if

\A"\\p^C<oo,       «=1,2,...,
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where C is a constant independent of n and M"|| is the operator norm on LP(R).

(2) is said to be accurate of order r if, for every sufficiently smooth solution, u(x, t),

to(l),

u(x,(n + l)k) =Au(x,nk) + 0(hr+x).

If (2) is accurate of order r > 0, then (2) is consistent with (1).

Part of the Lax equivalence theorem states that if (2) is stable in Lp and consistent

with (1) then v„ -> u in Lp as h, k -» 0. Further, it is well known that A is stable in

L2 if and only if its symbol a(9) = 2,eZ ajé* satisfies | a(B) | < 1 for | Ö | < w.

The question of stability and convergence of a difference scheme in Lp has

recently been studied by a number of people (e.g. Hedstrom [3], Serdyukova [5],

Setter [6], Strang [7], Thomée [8], and the book [2] by Brenner, Thomée and

Wahlbin). In Hedstrom [3] and Brenner, Thomée and Wahlbin [2] it is shown that if

A is stable in L2, accurate of order r and if u is sufficiently smooth (measured in an

appropriate Besov space), then vn -» u in L°°. Convergence is optimal with respect to

the rate of convergence and the smoothness required of u0.

These estimates require extensive use of Fourier multipliers (in particular, the

Carlson-Beurling inequality) and Besov spaces. In this paper convergence estimates

in the spirit of [2 and 3] are shown under different hypotheses than [2 and 3] using

elementary properties of the Fourier transform and L2. The techniques of [2, 3 and

8] will provide information not furnished here, i.e., the rate of growth of \\A" Il x in

the unstable case. Specifically, in Brenner, Thomée and Wahlbin [2] and Hedstrom

[3] it is shown that if |a(0)|= 1 and log a(9) is an analytic function that is not

linear then,

II v„ II Lo. 3* cnx/2 II u0 II,       c — constant > 0,

holds for some u0 G L°°.

If tî0 denotes the Fourier transform of u0, then vn(x) may be written

vn(x) = (2iryX/2(a(h9)nû0(9)eixed9.
JR

In contrast to the above instability result, for û0 E Lx and |a(0)|< 1, |oB(x)|<

(2w)~x/21|m0 || L\ follows easily. Thus, if (2) is stable in L2 it will be stable in L°° for

this set of initial data.

This idea of obtaining estimates between L°° and Lx is used to find the rate of

convergence of vn to u when u0 is smooth. The smoothness requirements in Lx axe

sharp in that \\va - i/||L- = 0(hr), provided û0(9) -» 0 at ± oo in Lx like 9~(r+x\

The following theorem is proven in this paper.

Theorem. Assume that the difference scheme (2) is stable in L2 and accurate of order

r. Then, for t = nk > 0,

\\u(-,t)-vJi-<Cthr\\u0\\,+hU

where C is a constant independent of t and h.

Here the norm || • || r+1,, introduced in §2, is a measure of smoothness of u0 in the

transform space. It is important that the theorem applies to difference schemes
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stable in L2 (and not necessarily L00) since a difference scheme for (1) is stable in L°°

only under very restrictive conditions (see Hedstrom [3], Thomée [8]).

2. Preliminaries. For 1 *£ P *£ oo, Lp = LP(R) denotes the V space of Lebesgue

measurable functions with Lp norm, 11 \\P, defined in the usual manner (see

Nikol'skii [4]), finite. Define the Fourier and inverse Fourier transform of a function

fix), g(0) as

(Ff)(6) = f(9) = (2^)-1/2ff(x)e-^dx,

(F-Xg)(x) = g(x) = (2n)-l/2fg(9)e^d9.
•'R

Then û and vn, where u and vn axe given by (1) and (2) respectively, satisfy

(3) û(9,t) = exp(ti9)û0(9),   vn(9) = a(h9)"û0(9).

The inequality

(4) |e(jc)|<(2tf)~,/2||#||1

follows easily from the Fourier inversion formula and will play a key role in the

analysis that follows. The smoothness conditions will be stated in terms of the Ls,p

spaces. Define, e.g. following Chapter 9 of Nikol'skii [4], the Bessel-MacDonald

potential operator Is,

Isu = F-x((l + \6\2)-s/2(Fu)(9)), -oo < s < oo.

Isu can be written as an integral operator, specifically, as convolution of u with the

Bessel-MacDonald kernel. Define the Ls,p norm as

\\u\\SyP= \\F(l_su)\\p,        -00<5<00.

U'p is related to the Liouville classes Lp whose norm is given by II 7'_jm II    (in

particular, for p = 2 the two coincide), see Chapter 9 of Nikol'skii [4] for the latter.

3. Proof of the Theorem. The difference scheme (2) is assumed stable and accurate

of order r. These two conditions are equivalent to:

(i)|a(fl)|< 1, for|0|<w,

(ü) a(9) = exp(i\9 + x^(9)), where ^(9) = 0(9r+x) as 9 - 0, respectively,

(i) is the well-known von Neumann condition and (ii) can be found in Thomée [8].

For t = nk, let en(x) = u(x, t) — vn(x). Then, by virtue of (3),

ên(9) = (exp(i,0) - a(h9)")û0(9).

The pointwise estimate will follow from the inequality (4),

(5)     (2W),/21 en(x) \< liájl, =/ | exp(ti9) - a(h9)n ] \ û0(9) \ d6

I \

«ff + f \]exp(ti9)-a(h6)"\]û0(9)\d9.
\J[-TT/h,n/h)      JR'i—r/h,ir/h]l
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The first integral will be estimated using accuracy (i.e. condition (ii)) and the

second will converge to zero rapidly as h -» 0 because of stability and smoothness of

Mo-

Consider now,

(6) f ]exp(ti6)-a(h9)"]]û0(9)\dd
JR\[-n/h,'¡T/h]

<2Í \û0(9)]d9.
JR-i—!r/h,ir/h]

Fox \9 \> irh-x and s > 0, (irh~x)-s(l + |0|)J/23= 1. Thus,

f ]û0(6)\d9<hsTT-sf (l + ]9\2Y/2\û0(9)\d9,
JR^[—n/h,T/h] JR-i-7r/h,ir/h]

and the estimate

(7) f \exp(ti9)-a(h9)"\\û0(9)\d9<Chs\\u0\\sX
JR-i—n/h,ir/h}

follows for any s, 0 < s < oo. Here, C = 2ir^s is sufficient.

To estimate the integral over \-m/h, v/h] note that for t = nk > 0

a(h9)n - exp(ti6) = n^(hO) C exp(s(i9t + n\¡t(h6)) + (1 - s)ti9) ds.

Since | a(9) |< 1, Re(^(hd)) < 0. Thus,

(8) | exp(iiô) - a(h6)" |< n ]i¡,(h0) \< Cnhs+X \9]s+x

holds for 0 < s < r. Here property (ii) has been used. Applying this estimate to the

integral under consideration yields

(9) f \exp(ti9)-a(h9)n\\û0(9)]d9
J[—n/h,ir/h]

<Cnhs+xf ]9\r+x]û0(9)]dd
J[-«/h,*/h]

^Cnhs+X\\u0\\s+XA,       0<5<r.

(5), (7) and (9) together imply that for any s, 0 < s « r,

|e„(x)|<C««í+1|l«olls+,,, + C«í||«0||Jil.

Since nk = t and k/h = X = constant, the theorem follows.

4. Remarks. The same idea can be used to derive L°° estimates of optimal order

for any one step, constant coefficient difference scheme approximating the solution

to the Cauchy problem for a well-posed constant coefficient partial differential

equation in R". The extension is almost immediate. A close look at the proof reveals

that if w0 G Ls+X'x for any s, 0 « i « r, then the error in L°° will be correspondingly

larger—0(hs), instead of 0(hr).
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